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Children show state superintendent
what good behavior is all about
Dr. Nancy Grasmick visits Jenifer Elementary
Melissa Fowler hands out compliments to students Cole Cochran,
Dearra Donald, Jeremiah Looney
and Lanisha Cooper.
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Jenifer, a bucket of
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each teacher’s arm. It’s part of the
school routine. Teachers carry the
buckets and liberally hand out colored-paper compliments to children
in their class who are modeling
good behavior.

when it first piloted the program.
PBIS has made a difference at
Jenifer. Fowler shares that in 1999
there were 435 office referrals for
discipline. “All we were doing was
discipline. That is really disruptive,”
Fowler told Grasmick. “We had to do
something.”
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knows what to do,” Fowler said during Grasmick’s visit.
Good behavior is expected and celebrated at Jenifer
The PBIS changes were successful. The proof is in the data,
Elementary School where they have an active Positive
which
is used to monitor how well things are working. Referrals
Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) program. PBIS is
dropped
by several hundred students the first year, and were
a voluntary state program that helps schools create better school
down
to
121
last school year. Suspensions declined from 76 in
climates, spend less time on discipline and more time on teach1999
to
25
in
2005.
ing and learning. There are 20 Charles County schools participating in the program, and a number of them, like Jenifer, have
Fowler also makes a connection between PBIS and the stubeen named by the Maryland State Department of Education as
dents’
academic success on the Maryland State Assessments
PBIS exemplary schools.
(MSA). “PBIS has led to our student success on MSA scores,
PBIS is working at Jenifer and in Charles County Public which have also increased each year as discipline issues
Schools. State Superintendent of Schools Nancy Grasmick decreased.”
stopped by Jenifer last week to find out how the staff has
PBIS, says Fowler, “Is all about the attitude, beliefs and
achieved such a high level of success with PBIS. By the time
actions
of adults. When you get the big people acting a certain
Grasmick left the building, she praised Principal Susan Fowler
way,
the
little people follow along.”
and staff saying PBIS at Jenifer is what the state envisioned

